
 

With FormStorm Enterprise you can 

and much more, all within one 

flexible, affordable and intuitive 

system.   

   

„Are you processing large quantities of paper forms? 

Would you like to reduce operating costs, increase 

efficiency and speed up turn around?‟ 

„15 page questionnaires processed in 7 seconds‟    

In a recent project our client (a bureau) was under pressure to 

process 14,795 council questionnaires, each containing        

15 double sided pages with a total of 300 check box fields and 

30 fields completed in hand print. 

 

They had a very tight budget imposed by their client and after 

obtaining quotes from several outsourcing companies, soon 

realised they would not be able meet the customers price     

expectations. Fortunately they came across our website and 

spotted the potential of FormStorm.  

 

We helped them create a system that processed each questionnaire in just under 7 seconds. 

Any uncertain check box fields and the extracted hand printed fields, were sent to an        

operator and validated. The data was then automatically output to CSV files.  

 

After numerous quality control tests our customer was amazed at the accuracy of the results 

and said it had surpassed any previous methods of extraction. 



„Some comments from our customers‟ 

 
 “The solution implemented by CMS has been reliable and has met all our objectives. We are now 

able to capture, verify and interrogate the data better than ever. Their customer service has 

been outstanding with any issue being resolved promptly. For anyone with the same needs I 

would happily recommend them.” 

Elliot Harrison, Data Office SSAT (Specialist Schools and Academies Trust) 

 

“I have found FormStorm to be a perfect answer to our form capture needs, adaptable, efficient 

and affordable. My dealings with CMS have also been excellent, they created a robust processing 

system for us under very tight time constraints within the agreed time frame and budget.” 

David McQuillan, Services Manager. Mallon Technology  

Full integration with industry standard scanners using TWAIN. Allows for fast double sided 

scanning with built in orientation correction, missing form detection and auto form reorder. 

Auto/manual import from file - TIF uncompressed, Group 3 & 4, BMP, JPEG, PDF, gray scale. 

Highly advanced template recognition. 

Fast extraction of data such as barcodes, check box, printed text 

and handwritten characters. 

Electronic distribution of documents that require further validation. 

Enables scripts and validation rules to be applied at any stage to  

ensure data integrity. 

Includes supervisor, quality control, operator performance and    

system statistics modules. 

Exports to all major database formats, CSV, XML and more. Images exported in TIF, JPEG or PDF 

FormStorm is  compatible with Citrix and Terminal services, so jobs can be securely distributed 

electronically to remote users. 

„Some of the key benefits‟ 

 

We are sure you will find FormStorm Enterprise an excellent product which will truly  

transform the way you process documents.  

 

Please feel free to contact us for further information.   

„Thank you‟ 

 

CMS Software Ltd 
10 Saxon House, Upminster Trading Park, 

Warley Street, Upminster, Essex, RM14 3PJ 

  

Tel: +44 (0)1708 640382   Email: sales@cmssoft.co.uk 
Fax: +44 (0)1708 640385    Web:  http://www.cmssoft.co.uk 


